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One of the most challenging and wide-spread global humanitarian issues is an insufficient
access to safe drinking water. While the use of geophysics can improve drilling success rates
for safe drinking water as well as provide information about aquifer structure, geophysi-
cal surveys themselves can be prohibitively expensive. The recent development of low-cost
computer microcontrollers and the widespread availability of cheap electronics components
raise the possibility of developing and using do-it-yourself (DIY) low-cost geophysical in-
strumentation with open-source designs and software solutions to avoid costly geophysical
instrumentation. An existing design of a low-cost DC resistivity meter system was altered
to improve the reliability and operability. A Raspberry Pi-based data-logging system was
developed to improve the functionality and usability of the system, as well as the integrity
of the acquired data. Numerical modeling and physical tests at Colorado School of Mines
(CSM) demonstrate that the system is more robust than previously published low-cost de-
signs and works in a diverse range of geological environments. The low-cost DC resistivity
instrument was used in a Geoscientists Without Borders (GWB) project jointly run between
researchers from CSM and Université d’Abomey-Calavi (UAC), Cotonou, Benin. The GWB
project involved instructing UAC students in the basics of hydrogeophysical surveying in-
cluding the use of the DC resistivity method, the construction and validation of two low-cost
DC resistivity meters, and the subsequent use of the instruments in fieldwork aimed at bet-
ter characterizing a local aquifer used as a potable groundwater source for communities in
the Cotonou region. The low-cost instrument was successfully used alongside a commercial
resistivity meter to acquire a dataset imaging a 2D section in the Ouédo pumping field.
An analysis of the redesigned instrument shows that the cost is a fraction of the price of
a commercial resistivity meter without a significant impact on data quality. Future design
improvements are outlined to expand capabilities for multichannel and time-lapse surveying.
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One of the most challenging and wide-spread humanitarian issues present throughout the
world today is the insufficient access to safe drinking water. According to a 2019 United
Nations Human Development Report, nearly 30% of people do not have reliable access to
clean and safely managed potable water resources; 55% do not have access to clean water
for sanitation purposes [1]. Like many humanitarian challenges, issues surrounding safe
access to groundwater vary geographically, with sub-Saharan Africa, East Asia, and Andean
communities in South America facing the most significant challenges (see Figure 1.1) as
noted by 2012 World Water Assessment Program [2]. Moreover, water-access challenges
are expected to worsen during the current decade in many parts of the world, especially
in Africa (Figure 1.2) [3], where resources are becoming more scarce, driven by population
increase, the gradual depletion of existing aquifer resources, increasing aquifer salinity, and
issues related to global and local climate change.
The challenges of water scarcity, as defined by access to less than 1,000m3 per person per
year [2], are driven by more than environmental factors alone. In areas where groundwater
is available, it is often very expensive to drill wells, which is compounded by the fact that
drilling a dry hole consumes limited resources for no benefit to the communities in need.
In other scenarios, where drilling does occur, the boreholes are sited based on proximity to
the communities rather than based on geological or hydrogeophysical data or other analyses
that could reduce the overall drilling risk.
1.1 Geophysical Surveying
It is well established that (hydro)geophysics is a valuable tool for locating new freshwater
sources in shallow and deep aquifers [4–10]. While the use of geophysics can improve drilling
success rates, geophysical surveys by themselves can be prohibitively expensive, even when
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excluding the high cost of drilling a well. For example, buying or renting conventional com-
mercial geophysical instruments can cost thousands, or even tens of thousands of US dollars.
One of the key reasons is that commercial-grade geophysical hardware is engineered to work
in the toughest physical environments on Earth (e.g., temperatures ranging between ±50◦C)
and the most challenging subsurface geological conditions with associated high accuracy and
precision requirements. However, many hardware options are effectively over-engineered for a
wide variety of hydrogeophysical applications where more basic geophysical instrumentation
would suffice.
Successful use of hydrogeophysical methods also depends on the availability of practi-
tioners to acquire, process and interpret the geophysical data using dedicated computer
programs and hardware. However, anecdotal evidence from geophysicists working on hu-
manitarian projects in developing countries suggests that the most significant “barriers to
entry” for undertaking hydrogeophysical work are (arguably in order of decreasing impor-
tance): (1) access to geophysical equipment; (2) access to geophysical software, computer
hardware and the internet; and (3) access to practical training.
1.1.1 Electrical Resistivity Methods
Of the available geophysical techniques, electrical resistivity (ER) is one of the most
widely used and reliable geophysical methods for locating groundwater around the world,
largely due to its sensitivity to the presence of fluids in the subsurface. In particular, DC
resistivity methods have a long history of usage for finding fluids, taking shape as we know
it in the early 1900’s [11]. DC resistivity data generally require minimal processing, and
inversion can be performed with a variety of freely accessible software that is available in
multiple languages. The resulting models are often easy to interpret in terms of the geology
and predicted water sources.
However, ER surveying can be very costly. Like other geophysical instruments, buying
or renting commercial ER instruments can cost thousands of dollars, even before factoring
in the costs of labor and expert data interpretation. The reason that it is so costly is not
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Figure 1.1: Map documenting the global physical and economic water scarcity [2]. Areas
in dark blue face significant water scarcity challenges, and are most prominently located in
communities situated in sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia and Andean regions.
just because of the technical expertise involved in the training of surveyors, but because
commercial-grade equipment is expensive and difficult to repair, which is a problem in an
international development context. In addition, instruments cannot be left in the field for
long-term monitoring applications due to the cost and for fear of theft or damage. Overall,
these issues represent “barriers to entry” for many groups wishing to use the DC resistivity
surveying method.
1.2 Toward low-cost geophysical instrumentation
The recent development of low-cost computer microcontrollers (e.g., Raspberry Pi (Rπ),
Arduino) and the widespread availability of cheap electronics components raise the possi-
bility of a different way to avoid costly geophysical instrumentation: a do-it-yourself (DIY)
low-cost geophysical instrumentation using open-source designs with open-source software
solutions. While this concept is not original and is broadly reflected in today’s growing
“Maker Culture”, low-cost DIY geophysical instruments - if done well - could offer a differ-
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Figure 1.2: Availability of water resources per capita in 1990 (teal line) and estimated
availability in 2025 (dark blue line) for selected African countries [3]. Note that Benin is
considered vulnerable, and is predicted to suffer from a significant decrease in available water
resources by 2025.
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ent pathway forward for reducing the barrier to entry for hydrogeophysical investigations for
developing communities throughout the world.
One of the best-known cases is the low-cost DC resistivity meter developed and published
by James Clark, a professor at Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois, USA [12, 13]. Clark and
Page’s 2011 instrument - hereafter referred to as CP2011 - is a simple and elegant DC
resistivity meter with an openly published design that costs less than $250 to construct.
Professor Clark has trained numerous people to build and use the instrument, and has
successfully found groundwater resources in many locations around the world (e.g., Chad,
Tanzania, Nigeria, DR Congo, Rwanda, and Cote d’Ivoire). While we are aware, at least
anecdotally, that this instrument has been used by people from around the world, it is unclear
as to how well it works in general geological conditions because many practitioners who use
DIY instruments do not publish on their results.
Several other authors have developed and tested low-cost DC resistivity meters with vary-
ing degrees of success and applicability [14–18]. Many of these designs primarily were tested
and used in a laboratory environment [16]. Some designs include multi-channel and auto-
matic acquisition systems [17, 18], use difficult to find components that require international
shipping, as well as being challenging to build by unfamiliar users. While other designs have
been used successfully to acquire field data appropriate for ultra-shallow surveying [14, 15],
none are as widely used as the CP2011 system [12].
While the low-cost instrumentation approach clearly offers benefits, there are also some
challenges associated with this approach. First, low-cost instruments generally are engineered
for a fairly narrow range of applications and geological conditions (unlike commercial-grade
hardware designed to operate nearly everywhere). This leads to scenarios where one can go to
the field expecting the design to work and then on arrival find that one’s instrument is poorly
suited to the local geological conditions. Second, most low-cost instruments used in the field
are designed for hand-written data acquisition due to (presumably) the added complexity
of incorporating an automated data logger. This means that geophysical surveys completed
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with these instruments are slow and error-prone. Third, instrumentation designed using
components that are low cost - but only available in a limited geographical area - are sub-
optimal because if there is something wrong with even just one component, the instrument
can be rendered inoperable because of the limited availability of, or limited knowledge about,
possible replacement components.
For all of its benefits, the CP2011 instrument suffers from these drawbacks. In particular,
it: (1) is limited in the kind of geologic environments where it works because one can overload
the power system in more conductive geologic settings; (2) requires hand-written data; and
(3) is arguably more complicated than need be, which makes it more difficult to maintain,
troubleshoot issues, and swap out or replace components.
1.3 Thesis Goals and Contributions
The key goals - and the main contributions - of this thesis are to address the three
aforementioned challenges of the CP2011 DC resistivity system. The first goal is to improve
the reliability and operability of the system such that it can operate in a broader range of
geologic environments, similar to commercial-grade DC resistivity systems. The second goal
is to add a Rπ-based data-logging system to improve the functionality and usability of the
system, as well as the integrity of the acquired data. The final goal is to not only improve
on Clark’s initial design, but additionally to simplify the build and operation of the system
with basic guidance, all the while using near universally available components without overly
increasing the price.
As part of my thesis work, the redesigned system and add-on automated data-logger
module were built, tested, and validated in sandbox experiment in the laboratory, and at
the CSM Geophysical Discovery Lab (GDL) located on Mines campus at the Kafadar Field.
In addition, the low-cost DC resistivity instrument was used in a Geoscientists Without
Borders (GWB) project jointly run between researchers from CSM and Université d’Abomey-
Calavi (UAC) in Cotonou, Benin. The GWB project involved UAC students being taught
the basics of hydrogeophysical surveying including the use of DC resistivity method, the
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construction and validation of two low-cost DC resistivity meters, and the subsequent use of
the instruments in fieldwork aimed at better characterizing one of the local aquifers used as
a potable groundwater source for communities throughout the Cotonou region.
1.4 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, I begin with a brief overview of the DC resistivity method with an emphasis
on practical aspects and the array types relevant to my work. Chapter 3 reviews previous
work on the development of purpose-built resistivity instruments, discusses their strengths
and limitations, which is followed by my theoretical modeling, redesign and validation of
instrument based on earlier version including the incorporation and validation of Raspberry
Pi micro-computers for auto-logging. In Chapter 4, I present results from the CSM-UAC
GWB hydrogeophysics project that demonstrates the utility of the instrument for groundwa-
ter investigations within an international development context. Finally, Chapter 5 presents
an analysis of the cost and usefulness of the redesigned instrument, reviews its successes and
limitations, and provides my recommendations for future design improvements.
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CHAPTER 2
OVERVIEW OF DC RESISTIVITY METHOD AND PREVIOUS INSTRUMENT BUILD
The DC resistivity survey method has been used for a century since its introduction by
Schlumberger [11]. Thus, the theory and application have been very well investigated, and
numerous comprehensive references exist [19–21]. Accordingly, this chapter does not provide
a detailed account of DC resistivity theory or field practice, which can be found in the cited
monographs and references therein. Rather, this chapter reviews key aspects of the DC
resistivity method and practical field surveying that are pertinent to this investigation, and
are followed by an explanation of the design and characteristics of the Clark [12] instrument.
2.1 DC Resistivity Method
The goal of a Direct Current (DC) resistivity survey is to reveal information about the
distribution of electrical resistivity beneath the surface by observing the result of current
flow in the earth. To accomplish this, DC resistivity surveys are generally performed by
injecting a steady-state electrical current into the ground through a pair of source (current)
electrodes, and measuring the resulting distribution of voltages along the surface through
a pair of receiver (potential) electrodes. In practice, for each placement of the current
electrode pair, one would typically measure the resulting potentials at a sequence of electrode
locations that are pre-defined by one’s chosen array type. As the locations of the current
and potential electrodes are updated during a survey, the knowledge of injected current and
survey geometry are used in combination with the measured potentials to interpret, often
through inversion, the subsurface distribution of electrical resistivity (or conductivity). By
choosing one’s electrode configuration (i.e., array type), resistivity surveys can therefore be
implemented for either a 1-D sounding, analogous to a borehole resistivity survey, for a 2-D
profile, an electric analog to the geologic cross-section, or for a full 3-D interpretation of the
subsurface.
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2.2 Estimating the Resistivity of Earth Materials
While the concept of DC resistivity method is straightforward, the challenge lies in unrav-
eling the distribution of electrical resistivity beneath the surface from a sparse collection of
data. This is because current flow paths and the measured potentials depend not only on the
locations of the survey electrodes, but more importantly upon the complex distribution of
electrical resistivity around them, which is what we seek to understand. If one’s survey area
were uniform, current would naturally flow away from an injection point equally throughout
the subsurface. For example, in the case of a single-pole source where the second pole is at
infinity (Figure 2.1), current flows radially away from the electrode, potential measurements
can be made along the surface, and it would be straightforward to calculate subsurface re-
sistivity using a 3D form of Ohm’s Law [21]. In this instance with a homogeneous earth, the
resistivity derived from one’s data will represent the true resistivity of the subsurface.
Figure 2.1: In the most basic DC resistivity measurement, current is injected at electrode A
at the surface, and the induced voltage is measured at electrode M which is placed at some
distance r1 along the surface. With this single-pole source, the second pole in the electrical
dipole is placed at infinity. Current flow in a homogeneous subsurface with expands radially
away from the injection point. The equipotential surface is therefore hemispherical.
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In reality, the earth is not uniform, and the resistivity derived from the same expression
may not adequately represent the real subsurface resistivity. As such, our transformed data
are often referred to as apparent resistivities, and the complete interpretation generally in-
volves robust inversion that can account for variations in apparent resistivity due to electrode
geometry and location. The source of these resistivity variations is due to geological hetero-
geneity, where different rock types and minerals have a broad range of physical properties
including electrical resistivity as displayed in Figure 2.2 [22].
Figure 2.2: A table of resistivity ranges for common materials in the subsurface, modified
from Palacky [22].
To complicate the situation, or sometimes to simplify it, pore fluids can likewise be
present in the subsurface. Hydrocarbons, for example, are highly resistive, while water is
often quite conductive. These fluids, which are commonly the true target of our surveys,
may have a profound impact on the bulk resistivity of the geology. As such, one of the most
valuable tools for understanding electrical resistivity was presented by Archie [23], which
derived a simple and elegant relationship between the bulk resistivity of a water bearing
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rock and its porosity, the conductivity of the pore-water, and saturation:
ρ = ρwΦ
−mS−nw (2.1)
where ρ is the apparent resistivity; ρw conductivity of the water; Φ is porosity between [0, 1];
m is a cementation exponent which can vary from 1.7 to 3.0 but is generally around 2.0; Sw
is water saturation between 0 and 1; and n is a saturation exponent ranging from 1.8 to 4.0
but is generally 2.0. Additional relationships have been developed such as Waxmin-Smits
and Kennedy [24, 25]; however, Archie’s equation is generally the most flexible and widely
used approach.
While Archie’s equation provides a powerful tool to derive conductivity from saturation
and porosity, it is worth noting that the equation was developed through empirical observa-
tions and, as such, modification is required when the geology and fluid combination differ
from those of Archie’s experiments. Regardless, it is clear from Archie’s seminal work that
the conductivity of a water-bearing formation is often dominated by water itself, rather
than the rock unit. As such, DC resistivity surveys that seek strong contrast in electrical
conductivity are often deployed with great success for groundwater exploration [6–9].
2.3 Electrode Configurations
The setup of a resistivity survey, in its simplest form, involves the use of a voltmeter,
ammeter, and four electrodes (Figure 2.3). Electrical current is injected into the ground
through a pair of source electrodes (A and B), voltages are measured at the potential elec-
trodes (M and N), and an apparent resistivity is subsequently derived through a 3D form of
Ohm’s Law:




where ρa is the apparent resistivity,
∆V
I
is the voltage divided by current (Ohm’s Law), and
K is a geometric factor that accounts for the locations of the electrodes. We can therefore
further expand equation 2.2, specifically the geometric factor, to provide a more practical
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expression of apparent resistivity that allows us to incorporate the locations of the current






















Figure 2.3: The basic dipole array uses four electrodes. In this example, the current elec-
trodes, A and B, are on the outside, and the voltage electrodes, M and N, are on the inside.
The distance between the electrodes influences the geometric factor calculations.
In practice, there are a number of traditional electrode configurations used for DC re-
sistivity surveys, and one’s choice of array type will depend upon several factors. Those
include the type of information desired from the data (location of a target versus deeper
characterization), time and accessibility restrictions, instrument and cable limitations, and
the type of interpretation one seeks for their data (1D, 2D, or 3D). Figure 2.4 illustrates five
common configurations, along with their geometric factors as described previously, and each
array type has its own strengths and limitations [19–21]. Soundings such as the Wenner
and Schlumberger arrays provide 1D information on the vertical structure beneath a surface
location, analogous to a borehole resistivity survey. For low-cost, purpose-built resistivity
instruments that use traditional spools of cable, vertical electrical soundings (VES) can be
the most practical to implement [12], and as such, the Wenner array is the primary geometry
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implemented in my exeriments and field tests. Profiling surveys such as the dipole-dipole,
pole-dipole, and pole-pole arrays can provide both lateral and vertical information and are
commonly implemented using industry-grade instruments with multi-channel systems and
cables that have a large number of predefined take-outs.
Figure 2.4: Illustration of five common electrode configurations used for DC resistivity data
acquisition. The geometric factors, K, can be used to calculate the apparent resistivity from
the ∆V/I ratio from each array.
Most of the field tests and surveys completed using low-cost DC resistivity instruments are
VES in a Wenner array configuration (Figure 2.4 top-left panel). VES surveys are performed
by maintaining a constant center point and increasing the spacing of the electrodes after each
measurement to functionally increase the depth of investigation around that location. These
surveys are common in groundwater investigations around the world [5, 8] and are easy to
perform in the field with limited field and supplies.
2.4 Clark’s Low-cost DC Resistivity Meter
One of the most detailed and well-recognized purpose-built DC resistivity instruments
for low-cost geophysical surveys was presented in 2011 by Clark and Page [12]. The CP2011
DC resistivity instrument, a schematic for which can be found in [12], begins with a 120 V
AC power source such as a car battery. One then plugs in a power inverter and draws
power from the regular outlet into a bridge rectifier, a type of diode bridge that takes an
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AC current and outputs a DC current. This step is critical to low-cost instrument build as
it allows the system to put a high voltage into the ground in order to read a stronger and
more consistent voltage response from the ground. By doing so, the instrument can then
use basic off-the-shelf multimeters to acquire readings rather than purchasing more precise,
complicated, and expensive volt- and ammeters. The system incorporates a two-way switch
to allow for flipping the current direction during survey so as not to overly polarize the ground
or electrodes. By using the switch, current can be sent in either direction and measurements
are averaged to eliminate the effect of resting voltage differences. Finally, a capacitor is
introduced in parallel with the ground to smooth out the sharp on-off transition and absorb
any erratic AC transients.
Clark and Page [12] test the instrument against the AGI Sting R1 commercial standard
and show that the data results are quite comparable. They go on to use the low-cost instru-
ment for several VES soundings and make interpretations consistent with known geology.
Their Wenner surveys expanded out to an AB electrode spacing of up to 150 m without
a loss of data quality. Surveys were eventually performed in Tanzania and other African
countries by local trained operators.
The low-cost DC resistivity instrument discussed in the following chapters is inspired by
these designs [12, 13], and modified to meet our project objectives.
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CHAPTER 3
INSTRUMENT DESIGN AND VALIDATION
The CP2011 DC resistivity instrument developed by Clark and Page [12] has been used
in a number of investigations around the world and demonstrably measures accurate results
in certain geological settings [13]. Based on discussions with other practitioners who have
built and used this instrument, there is further anecdotal evidence of other people who have
obtained accurate and high-quality results when using DC resistivity instruments built off
of the original CP2011 design.
However, initial tests of our equivalent instrument build at multiple field sites in the
Golden, Colorado area yielded poor and unusable results. While the instrument would give
accurate and reproducible readings at close electrode spacings (i.e., < 10 m), when deployed
in the field (CSM Kafadar Commons) using broader electrode configurations commonly used
in hydrogeophysical investigations, we encountered a debilitating issue of overloading the in-
verter when turning on the system, which rendered the instrument inoperable. Further
experimental analysis suggested that these issues were caused by current flow to the capac-
itor, which either overloaded the inverter or created growing feedback in the system. Thus,
one of the key contributions of this work is a redesign of the circuitry behind the CP2011
design to prevent these issues from occurring and thereby generalize its functionality for use
in a wider range of geological environments with more resistive and/or conductive subsurface
materials.
As outlined in this chapter, the redesign required modeling and reconfiguring some com-
ponents in the circuit design, including a redesign of the current injection box, an update on
how the voltmeter and ammeters are attached to the individual switches, as well as the data
acquisition procedure. The three main guiding design principles behind this work were to
ensure that the final instrument build: (1) remained straightforward to construct with even
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a modest background in electronics; (2) required a minimal number of low-cost components,
each of which are easily accessible around the world; and (3) was easy to use by non-experts.
A further design extension was developing a modular data-logger system, which allows the
user to choose either to build and use an instrument running in the basic mode (i.e., hand-
written data acquisition) or with an automated data-logger system, depending on her/his
skill set, project needs, and/or financial considerations.
This chapter begins with a discussion of two key parts of the instrument design: the
injection of current, and the reading of the ground response. I then discuss the modeling of
the electronics of the proposed instrument design that is used to validate the instrument’s
circuit requirements for different geologic scenarios (i.e., highly resistive or conductive en-
vironments). I then discuss our tests of the redesigned instrument in local field settings.
This chapter concludes with a description of the Rπ-based automated data-logging system
developed and tested during the course of the project.
3.1 Instrument Redesign
Developing an updated design for the CP2011 DC resistivity meter requires first dis-
cussing two key components of DC surveys: (1) current injection, and (2) measuring the
associated voltage data. These are discussed in this subsection, along with other important
considerations.
3.1.1 Current Injection
The first main requirement of a DC resistivity system is to inject a source current into the
ground. The most straightforward way to inject current is to attach a high-voltage source
using high-quality electrical wires to two metal electrodes. Due to the limitations of the
electronics and the need to ensure both quality standards and safe operation by personnel,
the DC resistivity instrument developed during this work required a somewhat more complex
current injection system (see Figure 3.1) than used in the CP2011 design.
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To obtain a high-voltage DC power source, a 12 V battery is connected to a power
inverter, which boosts the voltage to an approximately 120 V AC source. This combination
represents the simplest way to obtain a high-voltage source and satisfy the design criteria
described above; however, these are generally the most expensive instrument components.
In general, any AC power source would suffice and, though the system is modeled on 120 V,
the instrument will work the same with another high voltage source, including for other
countries where 220 V sources are more common. Similarly, when acquiring survey data
indoors or near a building, the instrument could be hooked up directly to an electrical outlet
or a generator without any operational change.
The power source is then fed through a bridge rectifier, a system of four diodes that
converts AC power to an equivalent DC current. To flow current through the two electrodes
in either direction and to include an off setting, a double-pole double-throw (DPDT) “On-Off-
On” switch is used. To protect the inverter from being overloaded, we place the electrodes in
parallel with a resistor and capacitor (RC) circuit system. The large film capacitor allows for
bi-directional current and smooths out the off-on and on-off transients from rapid current
injection [26]. The resistor slows the capacitor’s charging and reduces the power draw,
thereby allowing the use of a lower wattage (and lower cost) inverter. However, the specific
capacitor and resistor requirements need to be tuned based on the physics of the RC circuit
system.
3.1.2 Recording the Ground Response
The second main requirement of the DC resistivity system is to record the ground re-
sponse, which can be processed and inverted to estimate the subsurface resistivity distribu-
tion. To measure ground response data, a voltage must be acquired between the two MN
electrodes, which can be accomplished using a standard “off-the-shelf” digital multimeter
found in one’s local hardware store. To use the voltage data as described in Chapter 2, the
injected current also must be recorded; thus, an ammeter (i.e., recorded using a different
digital multimeter setting) is placed in series with the electrodes (see Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Basic circuit diagram of the current injection system. Working from left to right,
the 120 V AC power source is assumed to be the output of a power inverter. This is directed
to a bridge rectifier, a type of diode bridge. From the bridge rectifier, the input AC power
is output as DC power of the same voltage. The resistor and capacitor are placed in parallel
to the DPDT switch outlined in the dashed rectangle. The switch sends current between the
AB electrode pair in the ground in two different directions, depending on the polarity of the
switch. The ammeter is placed in series with just the electrodes and measures the current
injected into the ground.
The digital multimeters chosen for use in this project display current and voltage readings
with at least 2.5 significant digits. We made this choice for three important reasons: (1)
they are commonly available worldwide and are relatively inexpensive (i.e., less than $40);
(2) 2.5- and 3.5-digit multimeters are standard for off-the-shelf products; and (3) having
three significant digits provides the precision needed to obtain reliable apparent resistivity
values (i.e., the “noise level” in most readings is within ±10%, which is usually expressed
in fluctuations of the third digit). Thus, in its simplest form, given these two measurements
users may then calculate the apparent resistivity (i.e., ∆V/I value) for the measurement
location.
3.1.3 Additional Considerations
To be useful for DC resistivity acquisition, the current must be injected at a steady and
high voltage. To enable this in DC, the instrument must use an inverter that converts power
from a 12 V battery into about 120 V of AC power. The current is again converted to DC,
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this time with a 1:1 voltage, using a bridge rectifier. This powers a RC circuit consisting
of a resistor (R) and capacitor (C) that are placed in series, which together are arranged in
parallel with two measurement electrodes (M and N in Figure 2.3) connected through the
“resistor” that is the earth. An ammeter is attached in series with the earth, and a switch
serves to switch the current on, off, and on in the opposite direction (see Figure 3.1).
The power inverter discussed above is one of the most important components in the
instrument design. From an economic perspective, the cost of an inverter is roughly propor-
tional to its power rating (i.e., an inverter capable of outputting 1000 W is about twice as
expensive as a 500 W inverter) where the current absolute cost is roughly $0.10 per watt.
Thus, in the interest of keeping cost as low as possible, a key design criterion is to use an
inverter with sufficient - but not excessive - power output. Inverters typically use a rating of
the maximum sustained power output and have a peak capability slightly higher than what
can be sustained for a short amount of time. However, instead of conducting trial-and-error
experiments with different power inverters, our preferred approach was to numerically model
the RC circuit given the physical and economic constraints of our updated instrument design.
3.2 RC Circuit Modeling
To examine the trade-off of different inverter choices, I undertook a circuit modeling
exercise aimed at determining what components were necessary to achieve the desired design.
This allowed us to ask questions such as: how large should the internal resistor be? and what
minimum wattage rating ought the inverter have? We emphasize that the basic instrument
design remains unchanged throughout the modeling process, just the size/rating of certain
electronics components. Thus, the current circuit diagram shown in Figure 3.1 remains valid
for this exercise. The numerical models effectively test whether the instrument can stay
below the power limits imposed by an inverter for different ground conditions and when
using various internal resistor ratings.
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3.2.1 Governing Circuit Equations
Assuming the earth is an ohmic material with a certain range of resistances, we can use
Kirchhoff’s Laws, Ohm’s laws, and the capacitor equations to model the RC circuit [27].
Following loops around the circuit and one junction (see Figure 3.2), one can write down
Kirchhoff’s laws for this specific circuit.
Figure 3.2: Simplified diagram of the current injection circuit described in Figure 3.1. The
power inverter and bridge rectifier are combined into a DC voltage source, Vs. The DPDT
switch is removed, and the AB electrode pair are represented as Rg (i.e., the resistance of
the ground between them). One current junction is shown in a dark blue with the current
directions extending from it. Three clockwise Kirchhoff loops are shown in a light blue.
The first of Kirchhoff’s Laws is the rule of junctions, which states that the net current
flowing into and out of a junction must be zero. Using the junction illustrated in Figure 3.2,
this requires
Is − Ig − I1 = 0 (3.1)
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where Is, Ig, and I1 are current flowing from the source, through the earth, and through the
resistor R1 and capacitor RC system, respectively.
The second law is the rule of loops, which states that the net voltage difference around a
closed loop in a circuit must be zero. Using the left-hand loop from Figure 3.2 requires that
Vs − Vc − V1 = 0, (3.2)
and following the large loop shows that
Vs − Vg = 0, (3.3)
where Vs, Vc, V1 and Vg are the voltages of the source, across the capacitor, across the resistor
labelled R1, and across the ground “resistor” between the A and B current electrodes.
From Ohm’s law we know that
Vg = IgRg, (3.4)
and
V1 = I1R1. (3.5)





Combining equations 3.3 and 3.4 yields






Similarly, combining equation 3.5 and 3.6 leads to












Equation 3.10 is an ordinary differential equation (ODE) that can be solved analytically or
through standard computational methods (see next section). I note that an analytic solution
could have been developed for the above ODE; however, using a numerical approach allows
for more complex scenarios to be modeled if required at a later design stage.
After solving equation 3.10, we can calculate the power drawn from the source (the
parameter of interest) using P = IsVs (from the definition of power in a circuit). Substituting
Is in equation 3.1 yields:







This equation allows us to model both the maximum as well as median power consumption
of the RC circuit - which is the central component of the redesigned low-cost DC resistivity
system - herein termed the DS2020 system.
3.2.2 Assumptions and Initial Conditions
Before specifying the numerical solution approach, it is important to provide values and
ranges for the parameters found in the theory presented above:
1. Based on previous survey experience, I expect that the resistance values between the
electrodes will fall within the 0.1-15.0 kΩ range in all geologic conditions modeled.
2. Because film capacitors are not made with a wide range of capacitance, I assume that
this parameter can be held at a fixed value of 1000 µF (C = 0.001 F) and with a fixed
source voltage of 120 V (Vs = 120 V).
3. Due to cost considerations, the most powerful inverter considered here will be 700 W
corresponding to a 1400 W peak output.
4. The initial condition assumes that the capacitor is free of charge: Vc(t = 0 s) = 0 V.
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3.2.3 Numerical Approach
Rather than solve the ODE developed above analytically, we can start with our initial
conditions and solve for the voltage on the capacitor using different computational methods.
For the numerical quadrature approach, I used both Runga-Kutta and Adams-Bashforth
solvers [28]. I evaluated the accuracy of my solutions by examining the difference in the
results from the two different approaches, and by looking to see if the solutions generally
followed the expected trends. I did not focus on the efficiency of the numerical solvers,
and opted to utilize the more computationally expensive Runga-Kutta method as it is the
more straightforward to implement with my additional codes, and the results from the two
approaches showed negligible differences. The problem we are interested in runs over a short
“on” time of the circuit, so computational efficiency was not of primary concern.
I modeled the circuit response from time t = 0.0 s to t = 0.025 s using N = 200 time
steps. I then repeated this analysis over a range of R1 and ground resistance (Rg) values,
which permitted investigation of the effects of using different resistors in the circuit design
for different physical earth scenarios. I then determined the maximum power draw of the
circuit as well as the median power of the circuit for each [R1,Rg] configuration to evaluate
the circuit requirements based on the peak and average loads that an inverter can handle.
Color scales were limited to power draws that are reasonable on a sub-$100 inverter.
3.2.4 Modeling results
Figure 3.3 presents the results of this numerical test where the horizontal axis is the “on”
time, the vertical axis is resistor value R1 (in log10 scales), and the color scale represents
power (in watts). For lower R1 values (i.e., 0.1 kΩ), we note that the power draw has a
strong and rapid transient before asymptoting to a low value. For higher R1 values, though,
little-to-no transient behavior is observed.
Figure 3.4 presents the logarithmic growth of the voltage on the capacitor as a function
of time after the power is turned on. This figure shows that the capacitor charges up to the
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Figure 3.3: Power draw within the modeled system for various R1 resistors. Note that low
R1 values lead to strong transient behavior, while high R1 values experience little-to-no
transients.
value of the 120 V source voltage. These results also illustrate that the final power draw of
the circuit asymptotically approaches P = V 2s /Rg, which is the power draw of just the earth
once the capacitor is fully charged.
The power draw from just the ground is rather low, even in very conductive soils, because
the resistance generally tends to be greater than 0.1 kΩ between electrodes, or at least greater
than 0.03 kΩ in every field test I have done. Overall, the power draw is no more than 500 W
and is generally under 400 W. This has significant cost implications because 400 W and
500 W inverters are very common and inexpensive, whereas 700 W inverters (and higher
ratings) are more difficult to find and have an associated higher cost. Inverters with wattage
ratings higher than 700 W are available for purchase; however, given their expense we will
consider a cut-off wattage of 700 W of median power consumption for these trials.
Because the lower bound of the power draw is asymptotically controlled by the ground
resistance (Rg), we should examine the effects of R1 on the upper limits of the power draw
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Figure 3.4: Voltage in the capacitor over time as modeled by the Runga-Kutta (RK) and
Adams-Bashford (AB) numerical quadrature approaches. Note that the voltage asymptotes
to 120 V source voltage in the modeled scenario.
(Figure 3.3). In this case, we perform test with with a ground resistance of 1.0 kΩ. For
lower values of R1 the maximum power draw is higher, but decays quickly; higher values of
R1 yield gentler curves. The middle ground is where the initial power draw is low, but the
decay is fairly quick is around at the middle of Figure 3.3, where the light blue zone curves
inwards. This region of the figure corresponds to R1 values of about 0.30-0.35 kΩ.
Figure 3.5 presents the maximum power draw for different values of circuit R1 and earth
Rg resistors. The result shows that the maximum draw on the power source can be controlled
by the choice of R1 - regardless of the ground conditions. A resistor of greater than 0.1 kΩ
should keep the power draw less than 1400 W, which is the typical peak draw of a 700 W
inverter. For Rg values greater than 0.32 kΩ, raising the value of R1 no longer has a significant
effect.
Figure 3.6 presents the median power draw for different values of R1 and Rg. These
results show that the median draw on the power source is entirely controlled by the ground
conditions and is independent of the choice of R1. These numerical experiments also show
that very conductive ground will overload a 700 W inverter if the electrodes are too close
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together; however, theRg resistance must be less than 0.02 kΩ, which is not often encountered
in the field (except in wet saline environments).
The results presented in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 suggest three key findings for the low-cost
DC resistivity system:
1. Resistor R1 should ideally be in the 0.3-0.4 kΩ range;
2. A 700 watt inverter will work in almost any geological scenario (i.e., except for only
the most conductive scenarios like wet saline environments where ground resistances
are measured less than 0.02 kΩ); and
3. A 400 W (or even a 300 W) inverter would suffice for many investigations working dry
or sandy environments.
Figure 3.5: Maximum power draw (W) for a variety of R1 and Rg scenarios. The horizontal
and vertical axes are both plotted in log10 scale.
3.2.5 Discussion: Numerical Modeling
Modeling the power of the circuit using the numerical Runge-Kutta method to compute
the total current proved to be a useful way to estimate all of the parameters required in the
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Figure 3.6: Median power draw (W) for a variety of R1 and Rg scenarios. The horizontal
and vertical axes are both plotted in log10 scale.
theory developed above. These results align with my field observations with the low-cost DC
resistivity meter that uses a 0.33-kΩ resistor due to easy availability. In my field experience,
a 700 W inverter always was sufficient in conductive environments, except when using R1
resistor rated for much less than 0.3 kΩ. This demonstrates that the circuit model developed
above can be used to predict the instrument’s behavior to a reasonable and sufficient extent.
However, further field testing involving different inverter and resistor combinations would
be helpful for confirming these results. Overall, this approach proved to be a useful method
for designing geophysical instruments that do not just work - but work more efficiently.
Finally, it is extremely valuable for in low-cost instrument design to put upper bounds on
the components required to build a low-cost DC resistivity system, which helps to trim
down or remove unnecessary and “over-engineered” elements, and thereby avoid a more
costly “trial-and-error approach” to instrument design.
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3.3 Final Instrument Design
The numerical modeling allowed us to finalize the various interchangeable components
that contribute to the overall design of the DS2020 DC resistivity instrument (i.e., resistor,
power inverter). The total cost of the low-cost DC Resistivity system is $176.90 as of
June 2020, which is broken down by component in Table 3.1. Figure 3.7 illustrates a fully
constructed system being used to acquire resistivity data. The design consists of several
pieces. The current injection system is plugged into an inverter for power and attached
to a multimeter being used as an ammeter. Another multimeter, used as a voltmeter and
attached directly to the M and N electrodes, measures the voltage difference during current
injection.
Table 3.1: Cost by item for the components used to construct the DS2020 low-cost DC
Resistivity system. Prices are approximate and denoted in US currency. Wires, electrodes
and DC battery power are not included in the design cost since these are required components
of any DC Resistivity system. Note that there is the potential to reduce the total build cost
by finding equivalent components priced lower than the values presented here.
Item Number Total Cost ($)
Film Capacitor (1 microFd) 1 1.00
Resistor (0.33 kΩ) 1 1.00
Bridge rectifier 1 3.00
DPDT switch 1 1.40
Power cable 1 3.00
Banana jack binding posts (2 each color; $1.13 per unit) 4 4.50
Power inverter (500 watt minimum) 1 85.00




3.4 CSM Field Tests
Having described the final instrument design, I now outline the field tests used to validate
the CSM low-cost DC resistivity meter. The overarching goals of these field tests were to
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Figure 3.7: Field setup of the DS2020 low-cost DC resistivity system. The current injection
box (clear plastic) is plugged into the red power inverter (connected to a standard 12 V
car battery) and is attached to the a multimeter being used as an ammeter. The other
multimeter, used as a voltmeter, attaches directly to the M and N electrodes off to the left
and right out off the field of view. The AB electrodes (not shown) are located beyond the
MN electrodes.
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demonstrate that the low-cost DC resistivity meter performs well and delivers results com-
parable to commercial-grade instruments. To experimentally validate the readings acquired
with the DS2020 DC resistivity instrument, I used the AGI Sting R1, which is a fairly basic
instrument where you take measurements that appear on the screen. The firmware first
asks about the spacing and configuration of the four AB and MN electrodes, and then ac-
quires a reading when the “Measure” button is pressed. Measured values are not stored on
the instrument, and must be recorded by hand. Thus, the Sting R1 instrument is roughly
comparable to a basic low-cost DC resistivity system in function.
I conducted a number of validation experiments at two field locations at and nearby to
the CSM campus. (Note that another set of sandbox tests were conducted in the laboratory
to validate the autologging system, which are described below.) The test configurations
involved using Wenner arrays (see description in Chapter 2) with increasing AB electrode
spacing to separations required to profile what would be considered deep aquifers for most
humanitarian applications (e.g., to roughly 120 m depth).
3.4.1 CSM Kafadar Field Tests
The first validation test of the basic low-cost DC resistivity instrument was conducted
on the CSM main campus at the Geophysical Discovery Lab (GDL) on Kafadar Field [29].
The main reason for using the GDL was the proximity to the CSM Geophysics Department
located in the Green Center next to the field. This allowed me to do quick tests, repair items
when not working or broken, swap out different inverters and power sources, among other
development tasks. Due to the spatial dimensions of Kafadar Field, though, the maximum
AB electrode separation was somewhat restricted, which necessitated the second set of tests
at the Mines Park field site described below.
The near-surface geology of the GDL area (unlike much of Colorado) is fairly straightfor-
ward, being comprised of thick shale units down to below the depth of interest (i.e., below
50 m). Overlying these units is the redeveloped Kafadar Field itself, which has a thin layer
of sand and soil in the top 0.5 m with backfill down to approximately 2 m depth [30]. The
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water table was nearly at the surface during the tests.
The first series of tests investigated whether the low-cost DC resistivity instrument would
record consistent results if the system were connected to different types of power sources.
The motivation for this test was the the initial CP2011 instrument build became overloaded
when used at this site. Accordingly, it was considered high priority to develop a fix for this
power issue early on. To conduct these tests, I used inverters of various wattages as well as
generators of different output voltages. All other aspects of the testing procedure were held
constant, save for the AB electrode spacing that varied between 2-30 m.
Figure 3.8 presents the test results for the different power scenarios. The reference results
obtained with the commercial Sting R1 system are presented for comparison as blue points.
Overall, the analysis completed from these experiments lead to a few key observations:
1. the low-cost DC resistivity and commercial instruments measured very consistent data;
2. the choice of power source did not really matter, as long as the inverter had a sufficient
wattage to push current through the ground at near and far electrode separations; and
3. a low-wattage power source (i.e., an inverter) performs similarly to a higher wattage
source (i.e., a generator).
A key implication of these findings is that either a North American or an international
power source (e.g., a 120 V or 220 V inverter or electrical outlet) should be able to generate
consistent and accurate DC resistivity survey results.
The second experiment conducted at the CSM GDL tested how wide the electrodes can
be spaced and still measure consistent data, since this metric indirectly corresponds to how
deep the resistivity meter can profile the subsurface geology. Tests were completed using a
700 W inverter power source. Figure 3.9 presents the test results for AB separations ranging
from 2.5 m to 90.0 m taken at 2.5 m increments. To better highlight data similarities and
differences, I present the measured apparent resistivity values on the y-axis in a log10 scale.
Overall, the two datasets are quite consistent at the full range of AB electrode separations.
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Figure 3.8: Power-source tests for the low-cost DC resistivity meter. Reference results were
obtained with the commercial Sting R1 system. Note that there is a very good consistency
between the low-cost and reference measurements at the range of AB separations tested in
this experiment. However, the 140 W inverter does not provide enough power at the larger
separations (i.e., beyond 50 m). The values begin the diverge before the system fails (e.g.,
at 55 m).
To better highlight this consistency, Figure 3.10 presents a crossplot of the same two data
sets color coded by the AB electrode spacing. The horizontal and vertical axes show apparent
resistivity units in log10 scale as measured by the commercial and low-cost instrument, re-
spectively. The majority of data points fall on the 1:1 line, with only a few outlier data points
visible that generally correspond to the rapid variations (potentially noise) observed in Fig-
ure 3.8. Overall, this experiment showed that the low-cost DC resistivity system performed
accurately to 90 m AB electrode spacing, corresponding to an aquifer of shallow-to-moderate
depth (i.e., 20-30 m) for humanitarian geophysics applications.
3.4.2 Mines Park Field Tests
Due to the limited spatial extent of the CSM GDL on Kafadar field, the testing of wider-
spaced electrodes required relocating to a more open location in the CSM Mines Park area,
situated some 800 m from the Kafadar Field test site. Thus, it is expected that the near-
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between the low-cost DC resistivity and Sting R1 measurement
results for AB electrode separations ranging from 2.5 m to 90.0 m in 2.5 m increments. The
y-axis is presented in log10 scale to better show the similarities and differences in the data.
Overall, the two datasets are highly similar, with an RMS error of 0.492%.
Figure 3.10: Scatter plot showing how closely the low-cost and commercial Sting R1 in-
struments measurements align. The measurements, color coded by the AB spacing, follow
closely along the blue 1:1 line except for four anomalous data points. The divergent points
do not show any major correlation with spacing.
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surface geology will remain largely the same. Because the AB separation had already been
tested to 90 m, I decided to commence testing at 168 m AB spacing and then widen the
array at irregular increments out to the maximum of 300 m spacing permitted by the wire
lengths. Tests were completed using a 700 W power source.
Figure 3.11 presents the test results at the Mines Park location. The two data sets show
a very similar trend; however, the readings are offset by a bias of roughly 10-15%. While this
bias is not expected to significantly affect inversion results and interpretations, the cause of
this observation remains unclear at this point and could be due to some unmodeled feature
in the low-cost instrument circuitry design or to some internal correction feature completed
within the Sting R1 system. To better illustrate the similarities and differences between the
two data sets, Figure 3.12 presents a crossplot of the results with the data points again color
coded by depth. The plot reveal the slight bias apparent in the data, but confirms that the
data parallel the main 1:1 line.
Overall, these tests led to a number of key observations:
1. the low-cost instrument performs quite well at the two test sites, and acquires data
that are comparable to those measured on a commercial-grade system.
2. the appearance of bias at distance electrode separations; however, additional tests in
different geological environments should be conducted to help verify this observation.
3. taking handwritten notes of DC resistivity data is sub-optimal because it is both slow
and prone to error.
The successful use of the low-cost DC resistivity meter at these two test sites motivates the
further development of the system including an automated data-logging system to address
the handwritten data issues described above.
3.5 Automated Data Logging
Despite the competitive performance and cost advantages of the DS2020 DC resistivity
instrument, it still requires hand-written data logging, which is both a time consuming and
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of low-cost and Sting R1 apparent resistivity data acquired at
the CSM Mines Park field location. Note the existence of a 10-15% bias between the two
data sets; however, the overall trend remains very similar and is not expected to affect the
inversion results or interpretation.
Figure 3.12: Scatter plot showing the close alignment of the low-cost and commercial Sting
R1 instruments measurements acquired at the CSM Mines Park field site. The data, color
coded by the AB spacing, follow closely along the blue 1:1 line, though with some bias.
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often inconsistent way to record data. Users must also manually turn the current on/off,
change current direction, and switch the electrode geometry after each measurement, thus
detracting from the overall usability. Designing an automated logging system with a graph-
ical user interface (GUI) that measures and stores data in a consistent and reliable format
would represent a significant improvement. However, the data-logging system must be like-
wise low cost so that it can be deployed and widely distributed in developing nations or
other areas with limited resources. Theft, vandalism, or environmental damage are also pos-
sibilities, especially if the system were used as a long-term monitoring station at an exposed
location. Thus, it is a necessity that the system can be easily repaired with inexpensive and
widely available replacement components.
The increasing availability of CPU microcontrollers and open-source software suggests
that microcontrollers, such as Raspberry Pi (Rπ), could be used to create a low-cost robust
data logger. Rπ microcontrollers may also allow us to simplify overall system use, automate
data collection, and set up long-term monitoring stations. Thus, a significant component of
my thesis research was devoted to developing, testing, and validating a Rπ data logger that
can be attached to the redesigned DC resistivity instrument described above in a modular
manner. The next subsections detail the auto-logger design as well as the tests. Specific
build instructions are presented in Appendix B.
3.5.1 Data Logger design
Figure 3.13 presents a photograph of the DS2020 system. Our design consists of the
existing low-cost DC resistivity system (larger clear plastic box), two digital multimeters
with Rs232 outputs, and an Rπ loaded with a Python I/O control script (smaller clear
plastic box). The two multimeters are connected to the RB ports. Each multimeter outputs
a 14-byte data burst every 250 ms. The output for a single data burst would be a series of
112 zeros and ones. The first four bits of each byte contain a synchronization “nibble” and
the last four bits contain the data nibbles. Each data nibble bit corresponds to a single cell
of the multimeter display (i.e., one the seven lines making up the digital display of a single
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number). If the bit has a value of 1, the corresponding cell is active and lit on the digital
display. Cells with corresponding bit values of 0 are inactive (or unlit) on the display.
The Python script collects five 14-byte data streams from each multimeter and then
searches for the synchronization nibbles within the data streams to determine the start and
end of each data burst. This is necessary because a data stream may not contain a complete
data burst, and may instead contain the end of one data burst and the beginning of another.
By collecting five data streams, we can remove the first and last partial data bursts and be
guaranteed to obtain four complete data bursts. The data bursts are then separated and the
data nibbles are decoded according to the communication protocol found in the Tekpower
TP4000ZC multimeter manual. After decoding the data bursts, the four data measurements
are averaged and stored. Depending on the multimeter setting, the values may represent
voltage or current measurements with units of Volts or Amps, respectively.
We also designed a graphical interface for users to use during data acquisition. The final
product guides users through a series of inputs and prompts, and allows the user to designate
a survey type and to adjust the electrode spacing. A stack of four data measurements are
saved to a user-designated file with a specified format that can be used to interpret the
data through an open-source software package. Finally, to ensure that the system is field
operable, the design also incorporates a small HDMI-compatible screen and keypad/mouse
used for data input.
3.5.2 Data Logger Lab Tests
The data-logger system was initially tested independently of the resistivity system using
temperature probes connected to the multimeter. The probes were held in air, on a table,
in a hand, and in hot water to simulate rapid value changes and to differentiate between the
two multimeters. For all temperature tests, the data recorded by the data logger matched
the values displayed on the multimeters.
The final data-logger tests were performed in a 90 cm x 46 cm x 42 cm glass container
of sand (see Figure 3.14). Four electrodes were placed centered in the tank 20 cm apart.
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Figure 3.13: Photograph of the full low-cost DC resistivity system with the basic control
box (larger clear plastic), two multimeters, 12 V battery and inverter. The data-logger
components include the Rπ unit (smaller clear plastic box), touch screen, and Bluetooth
keyboard with touch pad.
Measurements were taken with the Rπ data logger set up in a Wenner array, as well as with a
Sting R1 resistivity meter (not shown) for survey control. Three measurements were acquired
with the DC resistivity instrument with Rπ logger and the commercial system to evaluate
the accuracy and precision of the DS2020 instrument. The input current was around 10 mA
for both systems.
Table 3.2 presents the sandbox test result. The apparent resistivity values obtained with
the DS2020 and Sting R1 instruments were 1.042 Ωm and 1.035 Ωm, respectively. The
apparent resistivity values obtained using the two instruments differed by 0.679%, which
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Figure 3.14: Photograph of the sand-box tests of the auto-logger system. The 90 cm x 46 cm
x 42 cm glass container was filled with sand. The four AB and MN electrodes are deployed
in a Wenner configuration.
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likely corresponds to noise the final significant digit of the multimeter. The low-cost DC
resistivity system, though, had higher standard deviation values compared to the Sting R1,
which could be attributed to multimeter measurement limitations in terms of significant
digits. Thus, the somewhat higher standard deviation for the low-cost instrument suggests
that the DS2020 instrument achieves good accuracy but has a lower precision.
Table 3.2: Field test results of the DS2020 DC resistivity meter versus the commercial-grade
Sting R1 instrument.
Rπ ∆Vavg (V) Iavg (mA) ∆V/I (Ω) ρa(kΩm) σ (%)
1 9.67 11.55 837.6 1.053 0.37
2 8.98 10.81 830.6 1.044 1.11
3 8.95 10.93 818.6 1.029 3.84
Mean 9.20 11.10 828.9 1.042 1.21
Sting R1 ————– Iavg (mA) ∆V/I (Ω) ρa(kΩm) σ (%)
1 10 819.3 1.030 0.4
2 5 825.4 1.037 0.0
3 5 825.3 1.037 0.0
Mean 6.67 823.3 1.035 0.4
While this lab test confirms that the DS2020 DC resistivity system obtains similar appar-
ent resistivity values to the Sting R1 commercial instrument, additional tests with different
arrays and electrode separations would be needed to completely test the accuracy of the
low-cost instrument with the logger system. However, since the focus of these lab tests was
to test the data logger, this was deemed sufficient because the accuracy and precision of the
DS2020 instrument was tested separately from the data logger system.
3.5.3 Data Logger: Cost Considerations
The total cost of the automated data logger system is $153.50, which is broken down by
component in Table 3.3. When added together to the cost of the basic DS2020 system in
found in Table 3.1, the total system cost is $330.40. Appendix C presents a detailed list on
the components used as well as current links to where the items were sourced.
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Table 3.3: Cost by item for the data-logger module that can be added onto the base DC
resistivity system. Prices are approximate and denoted in US currency. The auto-logging
system assumes that the two multimeters with RS232-output capability are used in the base
DS2020 instrument design.
Item Number Total Cost ($)
Raspberry Pi 4 Starter Kit 1 80.00
Micro SD memory card 1 7.50
Small HDMI compatible monitor 1 53.00
Numberpad/Keyboard 1 13.00
Auto-logger Subtotal 1 153.50
Base low-cost system Subtotal 1 176.90




The low-cost instrumentation design and validation project was funded by a Geoscien-
tists Without Borders (GWB) grant, awarded to CSM Geophysics Department personnel in
collaboration with researchers at the Université d’Abomey-Calavi (UAC) located in greater
Cotonou, Benin (Figure 4.1 presents the geographic location of the project). We worked to
develop low-cost instruments suitable for acquiring geophysical data relevant to hydrological
problems and to distribute the knowledge of how to build and use the low-cost instrument.
A major GWB project component as the presentation of a short-course on hydrogeophysical
theory and practice as well as an instrumentation workshop run at UAC in June 2019. As
part of these workshops UAC students and faculty built and used their instruments to obtain
geophysical data along with the participating CSM personnel at the Ouédo pumping field
site located approximately 15 km northwest of the UAC campus.
This chapter summarizes the key water resource challenges faced by residents of the
Cotonou, Benin region, provides a description of the instrumentation workshop, and presents
the results of the field tests conducted at UAC campus. I then discuss the near-surface
geology of the Ouédo field site location and present the data and inversion results acquired
using a combination of low-cost and commercial DC resistivity instruments. I note that
because this thesis focuses on the development and validation of low-cost instrumentation,
completing a detailed characterization of the Ouédo fieldsite was not a major goal. For a
more detailed characterization about regional geology, readers are referred to Blivi et al.
[31], Barthel et al. [32, 33], Boukari et al. [34], and Alassane et al. [35]; for a hydrological
characterization of the Cotonou region, readers are referred to the works of Boukari et al.
[34] and Silliman et al. [36, 37]; finally, for a hydrogeophysical overview, readers are referred
to the Boise State Geophysics MSc thesis of K. Lindsay [38] and Lindsay et al. [10].
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Figure 4.1: Geographic location of the GWB CSM-UAC Benin project. The inset map to
the right shows the location of Benin on the African continent, while the right inset shows
Southern Benin, with the blue rectangle highlighting the area shown in the main map. The
location of UAC is indicated by the white square, and the Ouédo pumping field site area is
indicated by the white rectangular outline. The city of Cotonou is located in the extreme
south of the map and abuts the Atlantic Ocean. (Credits: Google Maps)
4.1 Water Resource Challenges in Cotonou Region: Background
Securing sufficient groundwater resources for coastal cities is and increasing will be a chal-
lenge throughout the 21st century because of the increasing extraction due to high population
growth, the degradation of existing resources through saltwater intrusion, the difficulties in
locating new groundwater resources, and uncertainty associated with aquifer recharge due
to climate change [37]. The city of Cotonou, located on the Atlantic littoral, is one of many
regional examples currently facing such challenges. The city currently draws significant
groundwater resources from the Godomey pumping field (see Figure 4.2); however, the past
two decades have seen an gradual increase in the salinity of the city’s main wells due to
a suspected saltwater intrusion [36, 39]. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, saltwater potentially
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intrudes from the Atlantic Ocean, but more likely from Lake Nokoué to the southeast. This
very shallow lake alternates between freshwater and saltwater depending on the season as it
is hydrologically connected to the Atlantic Ocean [34]. There city of Ganvié, built on the
lake, also generates significant levels of water pollution.) While the lake is suspected to be
one of the main sources of aquifer recharge [34], the precise hydrogeology of the aquifer is not
well characterized from a hydrogeophysical perspective [10]. In addition, the recharge from
the surface has been significantly reduced due to urbanization and development of streets
and buildings preventing precipitation from reaching more porous soil [38].
In response to the saltwater intrusion issues in the Godomey pumping field, the local gov-
ernment embarked on a significant capital investment project to develop the Ouédo pumping
field located approximately 10 km to the NW of the Godomey pumping field. The main ra-
tionale for this development was to increase the distance of the local aquifer from, and
potentially remove the hydrological connectivity to, potential sources of saltwater intrusion.
To help the local government better understanding the hydrogeology of the Ouédo pump-
ing field, members of the UAC Institut National de l’EAU have been undertaking hydrogeo-
physical investigations, largely using DC resistivity methods (e.g., VES profiling) described
in Chapter 2. Ideally, one of the key longer-term outcomes of the GWB CSM-UAC research
project would be to use the DS2020 (or its successor) instrumentation to better charac-
terize the groundwater resource in this area, as well as to establish DC resistivity stations
that could be used for time-lapse investigations aimed at monitoring the long-term “aquifer
health”. The efforts made during the first CSM-UAC GWB project field season in Benin
represent the first steps in this direction.
4.2 DC Resistivity Meter Building Workshop
A key component of the CSM-UAC GWB project was holding a low-cost instrumentation
workshop that involved construction of the basic DC resistivity meter described above in
collaboration with two UAC faculty and 18 UAC hydrogeology graduate and undergraduate
students. Prior to instrument construction and data acquisition, CSM participants presented
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Figure 4.2: Regional map of the greater Cotonou area illustrating the saltwater intrusion
issues potentially from the Atlantic Ocean to the south and Lake Nokoué to the east. The
town of Godomey is near the center of the figure. Approximate well sites of the Godomey
and Ouédo pumping fields are illustrated in red. Illustration of the locations of the Godomey
and Ouédo pumping field locations in relation to the UAC campus. Note that the brown
“V” to the south of the Ouédo pumping field show the locations of seasonal rivers that
end up feeding into Lake Nokoué. These also represent topographic features, with the left
branch crossing through the project survey area. The channel connecting Lake Nokoué to
the Atlantic Ocean is highlighted in lighter blue.
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a 2.5-day short course on geophysical concepts as they relate to hydrogeology, and explained
various geophysical methods using a wide range of case histories. We then devoted 2.5
days to the construction and use of the low-cost DC resistivity instruments by small UAC
and CSM student teams. The teams used a combination of circuit diagrams, a step-by-step
picture-based guide (see Appendix A), and a model of the low-cost DC resistivity instrument
to aid in building their own low-cost instrument (see Figure 4.3). Each instrument was then
tested against the CSM build and two commercial-grade instruments (a Sting R1 and an
IRIS Syscal Kid) in an open field nearby the hydrogeological laboratory that hosted the
workshop. To ensure that this project could be replicated by UAC students, efforts were
made to confirm that all materials used in the construction of the low-cost instrument could
be found in local stores or markets. The step-by-step visual representations and model
instruments of how the instruments are built proved to be of great help in overcoming (the
often comical) issues associated with the English-French language barrier. Overall, while the
students had little experience using the necessary tools and building electronics, and they
were quickly able to build the instruments with minimal difficulty and errors.
4.3 UAC Field Test
After building the low-cost instruments, we tested them on the UAC campus alongside the
commercial Sting R1 (CSM) and IRIS Syscal Kid (UAC) DC resistivity meters to examine
the functionality and relative accuracy of the DIY instuments. To test the meters, we went
to a nearby field on the UAC campus, and acquired readings for electrodes deployed in
a Wenner array at various separations. We used a number of different constant spread
traverses at various spacings to acquire extra data on how our instruments worked. These
data acquisition activities also provided a field training opportunity for the UAC students
involved in the workshops.
These tests ensured that the data provided by the low-cost instruments were comparable
with those from the commercial instruments. Figure 4.4 presents the data comparisons for
the low-cost and Sting R1 DC resistivity instruments. As expected from the CSM field tests,
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Figure 4.3: UAC student constructing a low-cost DC resistivity meter using the basic in-
strument design presented in Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.4: Results from the UAC campus comparison test between the low-cost and Sting
R1 DC resistivity instruments. Each measurement was taken using a Wenner array with
5 m spacing. Measurements were taken in a line with 5 m spacing, in a continuous spread
traverse.
the data from each instrument were very comparable, falling within 1% of each other on
average with a maximum difference of 6% (measurement point 19 on Figure 4.4). Once we
knew that our instruments worked at a level comparable to commercial instruments, we were
ready to perform a field investigation to constrain the geology of the Ouédo pumping field.
4.4 Ouédo Field Site Geology
The Ouédo pumping field site area is located in the southeast portion in the Plateau of
Allada in Benin’s coastal sedimentary basin [38]. The three main lithological units that make
up the sedimentary geology of the top 180-220 m are a clayey sand, a sandy clay, and various
sand units, which sit uncomformably over a hard, highly heterogeneous marly basement that
represents the lower limit of our investigation [36]. The inter-bedded units are thought to
form four regional aquifer layers: one unconfined surficial layer overlying three hydraulically
connected confined aquifer layers. The separation of the aquifers is inferred from the presence
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of clay aquitards encountered in boreholes through the region. Clay is typically regarded as
impermeable given its small grain size, but can form in localized, non-continuous lenses that
serve to connect the three sub-layers of the confined aquifer [36].
Hydrogeophysical investigations were conducted along a road with irregularly spaced
wells from the Ouédo pumping field (see Figures 4.5 and 4.6). This meant that we worked
along a cross section of a broad valley as illustrated by the topographic profile presented in
the lower half of Figure 4.6. The valley was about 30 m deep spanning a distance of about
4 km. We have information about the geology of this valley because lithological logs was
develop during the drilling of these wells, which was interpolated by UAC hydrogeologists
into the basic cross section shown in Figure 4.5. Because the wells are 0.5 km apart on
average, a high degree of geologic “intuition” had to be used to interpolate the subsurface
geological structures between these wells. The goal of this surveying was to use our low-
cost DC resistivity meters to tie in the known regional geology and fill in the knowledge
gaps about the hydrostratigraphy between the wells. This is important because knowing
how aquifers are connected allows for the development of better hydrologic models of how
saltwater and/or pollution travel beneath the surface and potentially affect current and
future wells.
4.5 Ouédo Field Work
The field campaign aimed to refine cross-sections of the Ouédo pumping field to provide
a clearer picture of how lenses of clay confined different layers of the aquifer in the pumping
field. Vertical electric soundings (VES) were conducted nearby to documented wells and in
between well locations to constrain the hydrostratigraphy between well locations.
4.5.1 Data Acquisition
VES soundings were acquired using both the low-cost instruments (built by UAC stu-
dents) and an IRIS Syscal Kid. Some surveys were co-located to provide a comparison and
check for the low-cost instrument’s accuracy. Teams of students collected 19 soundings over
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Figure 4.5: Hydrogeological cross-section [40] through the NW-SE 2D transect of hydroge-
ological interest constructed using lithographic logs from ten boreholes. The vertical depth
(Fr: Profondeur) axis is meters. The near-surface geology consists of a humic top soil (Fr:
Terre de barre), which is underlain by a 10-25 m thick clay layer (Fr: Argiles). The clay layer
is in turn underlain by units ranging from coarse to fine sands (Fr: Sables grossier, moyens,
fins). A number of wells intersect supposed lenses of sandy clay (Fr: Argile sableuse) and
clayey sand (Fr: Sable argileux). The measured static levels (Fr: Niveau statique) of the
piezometric surface are shown by the inverted triangle, whil the inferred piezometric surface
(Fr: Surface piézométric) is shown by the dashed line.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the well spacing (top) with the corresponding valley topographic
profile (bottom).
four days between Ouédo pumping field wells F5 and F12 shown in Figure 4.6. The sound-
ings were created using a Wenner array with electrode spacings ranging from 15 m to 120 m
(i.e., a maximum AB spacing of 360 m), providing VES data to a depth of about 80 m.
We acquired measurements centered on each of the wells between F5 to F12. We also
performed VES about halfway between each well to tie in the VES acquired at each well to the
data about the known lithology in the area. This allowed us to use our data interpretations
to constrain the geology of the area. Some VES soundings were done with only the low-cost
or the IRIS instrument for survey efficiency. However, a number of collocated soundings
were acquired using both instruments to verify that the data were sufficiently close so as to
be used interchangeably for inversion and interpretation purposes.
Figure 4.7 presents the data from three collocated wells. Overall, there are slightly more
significant differences between the measurements; however, the overall trends remain largely
the same. Note that there is some error associated with electrode station repeatability
(including differences in contact resistances) since the two different data sets were acquired
by different crews at different times.
4.5.2 Results and Interpretation
The data inversions were expected to possibly show distinct zones representing the topsoil,
initial clay layer and underlying sand units as in the cross section in Figure 4.5. The zone of
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Figure 4.7: VES comparison tests between the IRIS and low-cost DC resistivity instrument
data for the F10 (left), F11 (center), and F12 (right) wells (locations shown in Figure 4.6).
sand was predicted to be interrupted by more conductive and resistive zones were clay and
water amounts varied in the rock.
Inversions of the data were completed using RES2DINV [41] software package using
topography data and electrode positions calculated from the center points of each sounding.
The data were inverted twice using RES2DINV. The first inversion was completed using
data from VES soundings collected with the low-cost instrument for wells F10, F11, and
F12, the wells with collocated data. The second inversion was completed using data from
VES soundings collected with the IRIS for the collocated soundings. All other soundings
were used in both inversions. The two inversions, shown in Figure 4.8, are nearly identical.
There are slight differences on the right hand side near the collocated wells F10-F12, but
the overall interpretation of the data and inversion results remains the same. These data
demonstrate that the low-cost DC resistivity instrument can be used in place of a commercial
instrument for use in the field with negligible effects on the overall data usability.
The inversion of the DC resistivity data (Figure 4.9) shows several zones of deep con-
ductivity, likely related to areas of higher water saturation. There are two resistive zones,
one on each end of the valley. At the base of the valley, there is a conductive zone extend-
ing all the way to the surface. This is likely a combination of upwelling from the pumping
wells, and infiltration from surface, where an intermittent stream flows along the valley (see
Figure 4.2). At the boundary marked in Figure 4.9 the resistivity values shift from more
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Figure 4.8: Inversions of combined VES data set using RES2DINV software using soundings
from both the low-cost system and the IRIS Syscal Kid. (a) uses readings from the low-cost
instrument at co-located survey points while (b) uses readings from the IRIS instrument at
co-located survey points. The section extends from before well F5 on the left to well F12 on
the right-hand side. Sounding locations are labelled with black arrows.
resistive to more conductive. This boundary is at the approximate depth of the clay-sand
boundary in the original cross-section (Figure 4.5). The data inversion suggests that, as
shown in previous studies, subsurface aquifer layers are not confined or isolated from each
other in the area of investigation. Additional investigation is need to bring out many of the
finer details. Joint inversion with another geophysical method (e.g., seismic) may serve to
further refine the interpretation.
4.6 Discussion and Perspectives
This section provides discussion and perspectives on the low-cost instrument and work-
shop and fieldwork considerations based on the experience of the CSM team at the end of
the first of two CSM-UAC GWB project years.
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Figure 4.9: Inversions of combined VES data set using RES2DINV software using soundings
from both the DS2020 system and the IRIS Syscal Kid. The inversion uses readings from
the low-cost instrument at co-located survey points. The inversion of the data shows several
zones of deep conductivity, likely related to areas of higher water saturation. At the base of
the valley and near well F6, there are two large conductive zones, circled in pink. There are
two resistive zones, circled in brown, one on each end of the valley. A black line across the
entire section highlights an inferred boundary between more resistive and more conductive
earth, likely indicative of the clay-sand boundary.
4.6.1 Low-cost instrument considerations
The field tests at the Ouédo pumping areas demonstrated that the data acquired on the
low-cost and commercial-grade instruments are effectively interchangeable. However, as re-
vealed by both the CSM and UAC field tests, the low-cost instruments are more susceptible
to interference from environmental noise such as power lines and other electrical infrastruc-
ture in the area. Another example of environmental noise would be natural electric currents
in the ground that can cause drifts in the data and odd values that may affect the low-cost
instruments to greater degree than commercial instruments usually designed to take these
considerations into account. However, this problem can be mitigated by changing the field
practice to include measurements of the natural currents by taking a resting measurement
voltage reading before and after sampling. Given that the influence of environmental noise
cannot be completely removed with these instruments and this remains an advantage of using
commercial instruments. Despite this, the high noise levels can be removed when processing
data. This affects some but not all measurements, meaning that noisy data points often can
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be removed from a data set without adversely affecting final interpretations.
An example of how the environmental noise affected our procedure would be the VES
from near well F12 (Figure 4.7). In this case, a couple of data points show obvious errors,
but the rest aligned smoothly with the IRIS data. When trying to gather a large and
highly accurate data volume (e.g., when looking for very subtle differences in resistivity),
commercial instruments would be preferable. However, for basic surveying tasks such as
conducted during this project, the DIY low-cost DC resistivity instruments proved to be
sufficient.
Because the instrument is not designed to give clear and coherent error messages, users
should be trained in recognizing abnormal readings. For example, users need to learn to
recognize if there is a problem with current injection (i.e., if the ammeter shows 0 A of
current injected) or if there is no discernible voltage difference reading on the voltmeter.
4.6.2 Workshop and Fieldwork considerations
The field work program faced a number of challenges that were not due to the low-cost
instrument, but rather to external factors. An example of an unexpected difficulty is when
the survey crews had an insufficient number of tape measures to run the number of instru-
ments we had built. Another issue is that the quality of supporting electrical components
should improved in future studies. For example, the wires purchased for this project were
high-gauge single filament type that, while the easiest type to find, is harder to manage and
coil. This slowed down data acquisition and made cable management a laborious process.
Thus, it would be better to procure multi-filament wire to facilitate field surveying.
It is important to remember that availability of parts and building supplies will vary based
on region. When attempting to lower the cost of a project, we must be careful to ensure
that we are not reducing functionality of the final product just because it is to be used by
less-experienced operators. During the field work program, a student accidentally crossed
wires and blew an inverter fuse. While a geophysicist experienced in using the low-cost DC
resistivity system would recognize what had happened and know how to fix the problem using
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available materials, an inexperienced operator may not, which could shut down the surveying
until a repair is completed. Training personnel to build these instruments will not necessarily
give them the knowledge needed to fix and improve them. This point illustrates that more-
specialized local experts are still needed in most hydrogeophysical surveying contexts.
When working with low-cost instruments, it is not enough to complete the instrument
construction work from a building guide. It is important to develop more well-rounded
training materials. Further collaborations could include designing course materials such as
lectures and hands-on exercises to provide the familiarity and background needed to effec-
tively work with electronics components and further develop and refine low-cost instruments.
4.7 Conclusions
The CSM-UAC GWB Benin workshop and field project enabled students at UAC to build
and use the instruments to obtain geophysical data, and apply low-cost DC resistivity meters
to a hydrological problem of interest. The instruments could be constructed using locally
sourced components at a feasible price. Students were shown how to build the instruments in
a workshop setting, with the components for the instruments being located and purchased at
local stores or markets. After a day of building the instruments, UAC students successfully
deployed them in the field and compared the low-cost systems with a professional grade
system. The field testing was performed over an aquifer site of interest to UAC to ensure
that the instruments provided usable data comparable to those acquired on a commercial




Designing and validating a low-cost DC resistivity instrument and then utilizing it in
both local and international field settings has brought a variety of different experiences that
merit further discussion. Here, I discuss four key themes: cost considerations, potential
pitfalls, pedagogical value, and ideas for future work.
5.1 Cost Considerations
The overall cost of the basic DC resistivity box designed and validated in the Chapter 3
above was $176.90, while the automated data-logger system cost a further $153.50, bringing
the overall cost to $330.40. To make a complete system, however, one also needs to purchase
two additional relatively costly components.
The first thing that users will need to buy is a 12 V car battery, the price and availability
of which varies according to region. In Benin for the GWB project, the cost of a new battery
was a relatively expensive $80; however, given the lower levels of household automobile
ownership this should probably be expected. One could also buy a motorcycle battery,
which were ubiquitous throughout Benin; however, it would not last as long in the field over
a full day of surveying.
The second important component that would need to be purchased to use the instrument
in the field is four electrical cables, one for each electrode. Since this is necessary for a
commercial instrument as well and not usually included in its purchase, I did not include
that in the cost estimations for the main instrument because the associated costs vary from
place to place and the overall required lengths depend on the survey design. Thus, it is
difficult to obtain a cost estimate.
Based on our experience in Benin, Peru, and elsewhere, the price of electronics parts
is pretty stable around the world and may add or subtract only a few dollars to the total
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cost as individual parts are fairly inexpensive. Thus, with the inverter, the multimeters,
and all the electronic parts, we think that $200-$250 is a reasonable cost range for the basic
manual box. However, even lower cost components may be found online (e.g., inverter) that
could further reduce the cost of this unit. Appendix C presents the exact sources for the
components used in the DS2020 instrument build.
When adding in the Rπ-based data logger, the cost increases by an additional $150.
Most of this cost comes from the Rπ unit, a display and keyboard, and cost markup of
the RS232-enabled multimeters. An intriguing idea would be to create an application for
mobile phones that could be installed and used through the Rπ Bluetooth to operate the
system. This would remove $66 from the design and even lead to a sub-$100 data-logger
unit. Further cost reductions could be achieved by purchasing just the Rπ-3 microcomputer
($35) and associated wiring, which could save another approximately $30, leading to a $60
data-logger unit.
Even for groups with the funds the purchase a commercial DC resistivity meter, repairs
can be costly. In many cases an instrument must be shipped to the manufacturer for repair,
which is not a trivial task in many parts of the world without extensive postal service
infrastructure.
The instrument should be tested before use to ensure that the data are reliable and the
instrument has been constructed correctly. In cases where one does not have a calibrated
instrument to use as a control, the resistivity meter may be tested across several large
resistors. To do this, the instrument should be set up to “inject” current across a resistor of
known resistance. One can then measure the voltage across the resistor. Then, the resistance
of the resistor can be calculated and compared to the known rating.
5.2 Potential Pitfalls
The Rπ microcomputer is simple to use and does not require special equipment besides
the recommended power cable. The rest of the electronic components are easy to obtain
and replace. This makes the instrument not overly complicated to build (e.g., a half day
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teaching students in a multilingual environment in Benin). While most of the pieces are easy
to obtain, RS232 multimeters are unfashionable and thus can be difficult to find. Should a
different model of multimeter be used, it is likely that the data stream will have a different
format and require another parser. However, the increasing availability of Bluetooth-enabled
systems could be a good choice since they could be paired with the native Rπ Bluetooth
capability and lead to remote data collection from up to 100 m, the standard Bluetooth
limit.
The availability of some components may be an issue in various parts of the developing
world. To order online, one needs internet access and companies that facilitate international
shipping (including import/export). At this point it is unclear how one could get ship a Rπ
unit in many countries in Africa. In addition, some of the electronics like the bridge rectifier
might be difficult to find although a capacitor and resistor can be found by cannibalizing
other electronic devices. The inverter is the most expensive and difficult part to find in the
basic low-cost DC resistivity meter.
The addition of the automated data logger allows users to calculate and monitor apparent
resistivity measurements during a survey and determine whether the values make sense.
Additionally, the user can set parameters such as the electrode spacing and survey type,
which makes keeping track of the survey much easier. With the Rπ data-logger system,
the file format is stored in a consistent way and can easily be modified within the Python
script that runs it. Using the data logger is not necessarily faster than surveying without it
and does make the system more bulky and complex; however, the system developed above
is a valuable starting point for further automation of simple low-cost electrical resistivity
instruments. Adding further clarifying warning and error messages into the current software
system would be judicious. Finally, as with the low-cost system itself, the data logger is
not weatherproof. Neither the Raspberry Pi, HDMI compatible screen, nor keypad should
come in contact with water lest they be ruined. Thus, care must be taken in the operational
environment or further designs to waterproof the system should implemented.
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5.3 Pedagogical Considerations
These low cost designs developing countries and humanitarian projects to conduct geo-
physical surveys using instruments that can be built out of locally sourced parts and easily
repaired without shipping the instrument off for repair.
During the workshop at UAC in Benin in June 2019, we were able to teach students to
build low-cost DC resistivity meters and how to use them acquire data. This experience not
only taught the students about just the specific instrument, but also tied in with geophysical
skills and electronics that the workshop participants learned. During the workshop. students
were able to build their own instrument in groups using a guide and minimal instruction
despite their unfamiliarity with building electronics.
Learning how to build an instrument can be very helpful in teaching as well, as students
are able to learn how a specific type of geophysical data is acquired in the first place. This
helps to connect the often abstract mathematical and physics theory to the number that
comes out of a measurement in the field. Many universities do not have a full suite of
equipment to use for geophysical education both in the United States and abroad. These
low-cost instruments can teach the basics of geophysics without a financial investment into
a fleet of geophysics instruments.
When working with low-cost instruments, it is not enough to do the work and create
a building guide. It is important to develop more well-rounded training. Course materials
such as lectures and hands-on training to provide the familiarity and background needed
to effectively work with electronics and create low-cost instruments would provide students
with the tools to repair, modify, or develop their own instruments.
5.4 Additional Future Work
An interesting future extension to the basic DC resistivity instrument side would be to
create a manual switch box to allow for quick and easy switching between more than four
electrodes, allowing users to conduct 2D and 3D surveys using multiple electrode channels,
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like electrical resistivity tomography, using a low-cost system. A switch box would allow a
user to select which of many input cables should be wired as A, B, M, and N using rotary
switches. However, this dramatically increases the cost of cables, even if it will not overly
increase the cost of the instrument itself (e.g., eight electrodes and cables would cost twice
that of four). However, this would represent a good intermediate step in a move toward true
multi-channel capability.
Another path would be to incorporate relays (electronic switches) into the design. Using
relays would mean blending the basic box with the Rπ system by removing the DPDT
switch and having that function be controlled by the Rπ unit so that a measurement can be
taken and recorded automatically. Adding this functionality would bring the unit up to the
equivalence of the most basic commercial instruments as essentially this is what the Sting R1
does, with the added benefit that the Rπ unit would record the measurement electronically at
a fraction of the cost of a commercial meter. Additionally, electronic switches could replace
the rotary switches in the proposed multi-channel switch box so that the entire survey can be
run automatically without manually turning the current on/off or moving electrodes. Relays
are inexpensive electronic components, and would not substantially increase the total cost
of the instrument, though the complexity of the build would increase.
The addition of the switch is in progress, as we are having difficulties using the Rπ to
properly communicate with a relay. Adding relays would allow the system to take a full
apparent resistivity measurement on its own, and even be able to be set up for time-lapse
monitoring. In that case, a reevaluation of the power systems may become necessary, with
the possibility of adding extra batteries or a solar charger.
In the future, we need to weatherproof the Rπ and other electrical components (i.e.,
HDMI screen). With the current design, it is impossible to conduct a survey during any
sort of precipitation without a high probability of damaging the data logger. Simple plastic
containers and waterproof silicone sealants could be used for low-cost weatherproofing.
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The Rπ system could be improved by configuring the system to output the data into file
formats that can easily be used with various free or common resistivity inversion programs,
including Res2Dinv (first three iterations are free up to a certain number of electrodes;
Windows only) [41], SimPEG (python, all operating systems) [42], R2 and related packages
(Matlab or python, all operating systems) [43], or IPI2WIN (maximum number of VES
soundings; Windows only) [44], which is often used at UAC for their data interpretations.
Finally, we hope to improve the documentation to include detailed build instructions and
a user guide. This documentation along with the Python scripts are publicly available (at
https://github.com/jshragge/LOW COST GEOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENTS.git), so that
the data logger can be used along with the base DC resistivity system as a low-cost option




Despite the high expense of the commercial-grade equipment ($5,000-$80,000), a basic DC
resistivity system with sufficient precision and accuracy for many-to-most hydrogeophysical
surveying tasks can be constructed for less than $250. In addition, a data auto-logger device
constructed from Raspberry Pi microcontroller technology can be generated for less than
$150. Numerical modeling and physical tests at Colorado School of Mines and at various
field sites in Benin, West Africa, demonstrate that the system is more robust than previously
published low-cost designs and can work in a more diverse range of geological environments.
Inexpensive DC resistivity systems like the one developed during this thesis work can
greatly improve the success rates of finding safe drinking water as well as provide information
about aquifer structure. They may be used to monitor present groundwater sources as DC
systems can help characterize zones of saline water encroachment lowering ground resistivity
to improve groundwater management.
Finally, low-cost systems require little training to use, can be deployed for longer periods,
and are easier to repair or replace using parts source in developed or developing parts of the
world. Ultimately, our assertion (and hope) is that they will lead to a long-term sustainable
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APPENDIX A
BASIC INSTRUMENT BUILD INSTRUCTIONS
A.1 Basic DC Resistivity System Design
As highlighted in Chapter 3, the CSM low-cost DC Resistivity system is broken into two
parts: current injection and voltage reading. To read the voltage response of the ground,
a voltmeter must be attached to the M and N electrodes. Attach M to the voltage port
(labelled “V”) on a voltmeter and N to the COM port (labelled “COM”) of your voltmeter.
The first main item to construct is the current injection system that will use a inverter
attached to a 12V battery for power (see Figure A.1 below for a simple diagram of the field
setup). The system will connect to an ammeter to measure the injected current and to the
A and B electrodes to inject the current.
Figure A.1: Basic diagram of the field setup. A battery is connected to the current box,
which is in turn connected to the current electrodes A and B. The resulting voltage is then
measured by a voltmeter connected to measurement electrodes M and N.
Figure A.2 shows a circuit diagram of the DC current box. Wires are highlighted with
colors that will be used throughout for clarity, as some wires cross or are hard to trace. You
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may use this diagram as a guide throughout the build process. Note that the order of the
capacitor and resistor may be switched, since these two parts are reversable.
Figure A.2: Final circuit diagram with wires highlighted in various colors. Working from
left to right, the 120 V AC power source is assumed to be the output of a power inverter.
A standard plug and power cable (black wires) directs power to a bridge rectifier, a type of
diode bridge. From the bridge rectifier, the input AC power is output as DC power of the
same voltage. The resistor and capacitor are placed in parallel to the DPDT switch outlined
in the dashed rectangle. The switch sends current between the AB electrode pair in the
ground in two different directions, depending on the polarity of the switch. The ammeter is
placed in series with just the electrodes and measures the amount of current injected into
the ground.
A.1.1 Box housing preparation
Before you begin you may want to prepare your outer box. The box may be cardboard
or plastic; a reusable lunch container works well, like the one used in Figure A.3.
1. Cut or drill four holes on the lid of your box so that the bolt of your banana port can
easily fit through.
2. Your port connector attaches to the bolt of the banana port later. Label these holes
A, B and ammeter (2 holes).
3. Cut or drill in a hole that your DPDT switch fits into comfortably. You may have to
glue it into place at the end.
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Figure A.3: An example of the current injection system is shown. This model was used in
the workshop in Benin discussed in Chapter 4.
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4. Lastly, drill a hole or cut a notch for your power cable to extend out from so that you
may securely close the box to protect your completed current injection box.
A.1.2 Current Injection Hardware
The next step is to build the current injection hardware that fits inside the cardboard or
plastic box housing you prepared above. Here is the nine-step procedure:
1. Begin with the switch. From here we will move leftward along the circuit diagram.
Connect diagonal corners of the switch with wire. Solder all wire connections in place
throughout. Each diagonal is connected with its own wire. See Figure A.4 for the
completed Step 1.
Figure A.4: Photo (left) and diagram (right) showing Step 1 completed.
2. Connect a wire to each pin in the middle of the switch and solder in place. On the
other end of each wire, attach a port connector. These wires will connect to the A and
B electrodes. See Figure A.5 for the completed wiring.
3. Connect two wires to the top pins of the switch, one to each of the top pins. Refer to
Figure A.6 for the wiring diagram.
4. Solder a resistor to the capacitor in series. See Figure A.7 for the wiring diagram.
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Figure A.5: Photo (left) and diagram (right) showing Step 2 completed.
Figure A.6: Diagram showing Step 3 completed.
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Figure A.7: Diagram showing Step 4 completed.
5. Extending from the switch, connect the yellow wire to the capacitor and connect the
orange wire to a port connector. This port connector will go out to the ammeter. See
Figure A.8 for the wiring diagram.
6. At the other end of the capacitor, attach a wire, and attach the other end to a port
connector. Solder in place. You should now have all four port connectors in place. See
Figure A.9 for the wiring diagram.
7. Attach one wire to the end of the resistor, and one wire to the other side of the
capacitor. See Figure A.10 for the wiring diagram.
8. Attach the power cord to the bridge rectifier. The white wire (positive) will attach
to the pin labelled “AC”. The black one should be attached diagonally from this. If
you have a third wire for ground on the power cord, tape this out of the way. If you
have prepared a box beforehand, feed the power cable through the hole in the box
before permanently attaching it to anything. See Figure A.11 for the photo and wiring
diagram.
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Figure A.8: Diagram showing Step 5 completed.
9. The wires attached to the capacitor and resistor on one end, that are unattached on
the other should be connected to the bridge rectifier’s empty pins. Put everything in
the box, attach the port connectors onto the banana ports, and glue the switch into
place. The box should close neatly. See the field guide for usage of the box to perform
field surveys. See Figure A.12 for the completed build photos and wiring diagram.
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Figure A.9: Diagram showing Step 6 completed.
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Figure A.10: Diagram showing Step 7 completed.
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Figure A.11: Photo (left) and diagram (right) showing Step 8 completed.
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Figure A.12: Photos (bottom left and right) and diagram (top) showing Step 9 completed.
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APPENDIX B
RASPBERRY PI INSTRUMENT BUILD INSTRUCTIONS
B.1 Raspberry Pi Code
The code for the Raspberry Pi data logger uses Python3 to communicate with the RS232-
enabled multimeters over a serial connection. Portions of this code were written in collabo-
ration with Hanna Flamme for a project in GPGN 598D: Low-Cost Geophysical Instrument
Design with Microcomputers.
Use of this code assumes that the Rπ has Python3 installed, as well as pyserial and
numpy packages and their dependencies.
B.1.1 Simple Raspberry Pi Start Guide
1. Plug inverter into outlet.
2. Plug low cost instrument, HDMI monitor, and Raspberry Pi power cords into inverter.
3. Plug power cord, HDMI screen, and keyboard into appropriate Raspberry Pi ports.
4. Turn inverter on.
5. Turn on HDMI screen.
6. Turn on Raspberry Pi.
7. Hook up the ammeter to the DC current injection box.
8. Hook up the voltmeter to the M and N electrodes
9. Connect the A and B sockets on the box to the A and B electrodes.
10. Plug voltage multimeter into Raspberry Pi USB port.
11. Plug current multimeter into Raspberry Pi USB port.
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12. Open program called: multimeter.py
13. Run script.
14. Turn on multimeters.
15. Turn on instrument current.
16. Hit “hold” on multimeters.
17. Turn off instrument current.
18. Choose array type (Wenner or None)
19. Select filename.
20. Input electrode spacing (if accurate).
21. Take a single measurement.
22. End survey.
23. Turn multimeters off.
24. Repeat steps 10-20 for every measurement. Each measurement will be stored in a
separate file.
25. Combine files and use geometric factors to compute apparent resistivity.
B.1.2 Auto-logger Code
import serial
import numpy as np
import csv
import sys
import MMutilv3 as MMutil
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from statistics import mean
print(’Welcome to the Ras-Pi resistivity autologging system! \n’)
print(’Currently, geometry parameters and apparent resisitivities are
only for the wenner array’)
arraytype = input(’Would you like to store geometries and apparent
resistivity?
[wenner/none]: ’)
if arraytype != ’wenner’ and arraytype != ’none’:
print(’ERROR: invalid array type!’)
print(’Program will assume arraytype = none’)
arraytype = ’none’

























print("Port2 is not open!!!!!")
sys.exit()
#create file for save
filename = input(’Enter filename (include extension): ’)
f = open(filename, ’w’)
if arraytype == ’none’:
f.write("Voltage 1 ,Voltage 2 ,Voltage 3 ,Voltage 4 ,Voltage
av,Current 1 ,Current 2,Current 3 ,Current 4 ,Current av,
V/I = R av\n")
elif arraytype == ’wenner’:
f.write("a-spacing ,Voltage 1 ,Voltage 2 ,Voltage 3 ,
Voltage 4 ,Voltage av,Current 1,Current 2 ,Current 3,




#choose if measuring the resting voltage
SP_s = input("Would you like to measure the resting voltage (’SP’)?
[y/n]: ")
if SP_s == ’y’:
SP_b = True
f = open(filename + ’_SP’, ’w’)
if arraytype == ’none’:
f.write("Voltage 1 ,Voltage 2 ,Voltage 3 ,Voltage 4 ,Voltage
av, SPVolt 1 , SPVolt 2 , SPVolt 3 , SPVolt 4 ,
SPVolt av ,SP-Vabs_av,Current 1 ,Current 2 ,Current 3 ,
Current 4 ,Current av,V/I = R av\n")
elif arraytype == ’wenner’:
f.write("a-spacing ,Voltage 1 ,Voltage 2 ,Voltage 3 ,
Voltage 4 ,Voltage av,SPVolt 1 , SPVolt 2 , SPVolt 3 ,
SPVolt 4 ,SPVolt av ,SP-Vabs_av,Current 1 ,Current 2 ,
Current 3 ,Current 4 ,Current av,V/I = R av,app_res\n")
f.truncate()
f.close()
elif SP_s == ’n’:
SP_b = False
else:
print("ERROR: Unexpected SP choice. Respond with y or n")
sys.exit()
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# initialize placeholders and constants
if arraytype == ’wenner’:
a = input("What is the a-spacing? ")
a = float(a)
if arraytype == ’none’:
a = ’0’
#stackval = int(input(’How many stacks? (4 is reccommeneded)’))
stackval = 4
numMeasure = stackval
input(’press Enter to begin measurement...’)
# do measuring
while True:






if input(’Do you want to take another measurement? [y/n]’) == ’y’:
if arraytype == ’wenner’:







B.1.3 Auto-logger Utilities Code
Utilities code (below) should be saved as “MMutilv3.py”
import sys




Given a string of 1s and 0s of length 7 (uses the first 7 digits),
this code finds the digit representation for a Tekpower
TP4000 meter.
Outputs a string of length 1 with a digit 0-9. If the digit is
’L’ or not found,






if a == ’000’:
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if b == ’0101’:
out = ’1’
elif b == ’0000’:
out = ’’
if a == ’101’:
if b == ’1011’:
out = ’2’
if a == ’001’:
if b == ’1111’:
out = ’3’
if b == ’0101’:
out = ’7’
if a == ’010’:
if b == ’0111’:
out = ’4’
if a == ’011’:
if b == ’1110’:
out = ’5’
if b == ’1111’:
out = ’9’
if a == ’111’:
if b == ’1110’:
out = ’6’
if b == ’1111’:
out = ’8’
if b == ’1101’:
out = ’0’
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if a == ’110’:
if b == ’1000’:
out = ’L’
if out == ’L’:
print(’Error, L found’)
sys.exit()
if out == ’error’:
print("Error, digit not found!")






Given a string of 1s and 0s of length 3,
this function finds the inverse power of 10 representation for
a Tekpower TP4000 meter.




if d == ’100’:
out = 3
if d == ’010’:
out = 2
if d == ’001’:
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out = 1
if d == ’000’:
out = 0
if out == 4:






Given a string of 1s and 0s of length 1,
this function finds positive or negative representation for
a Tekpower TP4000 meter.





if d == ’1’:
out = -1
if d == ’0’:
out = 1
if out == 2:








given 4 1-length strings of digits (getDigit),
a decimal indicator (getDecimal),
and a sign indicator (getNegative),
this function returns the value of a reading from








Utility function to reorder array based on index split.








Function takes in two arrays, appends them,
searches for hex1, cuts array
to 4 bytes, returns array.
H.Flamme 10/25/2019
"""











array = array1 + array2
# find hex1, then hex2, and then cut array
i = 0
while i < len(array):
if array[i:i+4]==h1:
print(’1 found’)
if array[i:i+4]==h1 and array[i+8:i+12]==h2:
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print(’2 found’)
if array[i:i+4]==h1 and array[i+8:i+12]==h2 and
array[i+16:i+20]==h3:
print(’3 found’)
if array[i:i+4]==h1 and array[i+8:i+12]==h2
and array[i+16:i+20]==h3 and array[i+24:i+28]==h4:
print(’4 found’)
if array[i:i+4]==h1 and array[i+8:i+12]==h2 and
array[i+16:i+20]==h3 and
array[i+24:i+28]==h4 and array[i+32:i+36]==h5 and
array[i+40:i+44]==h6 and
array[i+48:i+52]==h7 and array[i+56:i+60]==h8 and
array[i+64:i+68]==h9:








i = i + 1





given 112-length string of binary reading,
and a shift value’ this function returns the value




bab = reorder(bab1, bab2)
d1 = (bab[13:16] + bab[20:24])
d2 = (bab[29:32] + bab[36:40])
d3 = (bab[45:48] + bab[52:56])














Reads 5 byte strings each from 2 meters,
switching from 1 to the other.




vv = [vv1[0:13], vv1[14:27], vv1[28:41], vv1[42:55], vv1[56:69]]




see read2meters, but this one reads just one
"""
vv1 = ser.read(70)








for i in range(0,4):
cca = cc[i]
ccb = cc[i+1]
bab1c = ’’.join(format(byte, ’08b’) for byte in cca)















if s<stackval-1: input("Press enter to
take next reading in the stack...")
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stackv = np.append(stackv, sum(stackv)/numMeasure)
stackc = np.append(stackc, sum(stackc)/numMeasure)
if arraytype == ’wenner’:
stack = np.concatenate((np.asarray([a]), stackv, stackc))
else:
stack = np.concatenate(( stackv, stackc))
stack = np.append(stack, stackv[-1]/stackc[-1])
if arraytype == ’wenner’:
k = 2*np.pi*a
stack = np.append(stack, k*stackv[-1]/stackc[-1])






















if s<stackval-1: input("Press enter to take next reading
in the stack...")
stackv = np.append(stackv, sum(stackv)/numMeasure)
stackc = np.append(stackc, sum(stackc)/numMeasure)
stacks = np.append(stacks, sum(stacks)/numMeasure)
stacks = np.append(stacks, sum(abs(stackv-stacks))/numMeasure)
if arraytype == ’wenner’:
stack = np.concatenate((np.asarray([a]), stackv, stackc))
else:
stack = np.concatenate(( stackv, stackc))
stack = np.append(stack, stackv[-1]/stackc[-1])
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if arraytype == ’wenner’:
k = 2*np.pi*a
stack = np.append(stack, k*stackv[-1]/stackc[-1])
if arraytype == ’wenner’:
stack2 = np.concatenate((np.asarray([a]), stackv,
stacks, stackc))
else:
stack2 = np.concatenate(( stackv, stacks, stackc))
stack2 = np.append(stack2, stacks[-1]/stackc[-1])
if arraytype == ’wenner’:
stack2 = np.append(stack2, k*stackv[-1]/stackc[-1])













given string of length 112 of output from TekPower MM,
read first 4 bits, finds hex value,
and reorders the string to read from byte 1 to 14.
H. Flamme 10/25/2019
"""















# set up hex index values
h2_index = 104
h3_index = h2_index - 8;
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h4_index = h3_index - 8;
h5_index = h4_index - 8;
h6_index = h5_index - 8;
h7_index = h6_index - 8;
h8_index = h7_index - 8;
h9_index = h8_index - 8;
hA_index = h9_index - 8;
hB_index = hA_index - 8;
hC_index = hB_index - 8;
hD_index = hC_index - 8;
hE_index = hD_index - 8;
# get first 4 bits of array
first4bits = array[0:4]
# reorder array
if first4bits == h2:
array = hextrans(array,h2_index)
elif first4bits == h3:
array = hextrans(array,h3_index)
elif first4bits == h4:
array = hextrans(array,h4_index)
elif first4bits == h5:
array = hextrans(array,h5_index)
elif first4bits == h6:
array = hextrans(array,h6_index)
elif first4bits == h7:
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array = hextrans(array,h7_index)
elif first4bits == h8:
array = hextrans(array,h8_index)
elif first4bits == h9:
array = hextrans(array,h9_index)
elif first4bits == hA:
array = hextrans(array,hA_index)
elif first4bits == hB:
array = hextrans(array,hB_index)
elif first4bits == hC:
array = hextrans(array,hC_index)
elif first4bits == hD:
array = hextrans(array,hD_index)
elif first4bits == hE:
array = hextrans(array,hE_index)
else:
print("ERROR: Starting position not found!")
print("given string: ", array)
print("Hex to match: ", first4bits)
sys.exit()





Reads 5 byte strings each from 2 meters,
switching from 1 to the other.












vv = [vv1, vv2, vv3, vv4, vv5]





This appendix presents the various interchangeable components that contribute to the
overall design of the low-cost DC resistivity instrument (i.e., resistor, power inverter) and
provides online sources for these components. The total cost of the low-cost DC Resistiv-
ity system is $119.90 as of June 2020, which is broken down by component in Table C.1.
Figure 3.7 illustrates a fully constructed system being used to acquire DC resistivity data.
The design consists of several pieces, the current injection system, which is plugged into
an inverter for power and is attached to a multimeter being used as an ammeter. Another
multimeter, used as a voltmeter, attaches directly to the M and N electrodes to measure the
voltage difference during current injection.
C.1 Data Logger: Cost Considerations
The total cost of the automated data logger system is $119.90, which is broken down by
component in Table C.2. When added together to the cost of the basic system in found in
Table C.1, the total cost of the system is $343.40. This Appendix presents a more detailed
list on the components used, as well as current links to where the items were sourced.
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Table C.1: Cost by item for the components used to construct the basic current low-cost DC
Resistivity system. Prices are approximate and denoted in US currency. Wires, electrodes
and DC battery power are not included in the design cost since these are required components
of any DC Resistivity system. Note that there is the potential to reduce the total build cost
by finding equivalent components priced lower than those here.





















































Table C.2: Cost by item for the data-logger module that can be added onto the base DC
resistivity system. Prices are approximate and denoted in US currency.
Item Number Source Total Cost ($)
Raspberry Pi 4
Starter Kit
1 www.amazon.com/CanaKit-Raspberry-
4GB-Basic-Starter/dp/B07VYC6S56
80.00
Micro SD memory
card
1 www.amazon.com/Samsung-
MicroSDHC-Adapter-MB-ME32GA-
AM/dp/B06XWN9Q99
7.50
Small HDMI com-
patible monitor
1 www.amazon.com/SunFounder-
Inch-Screen-Monitor-
HDMI/dp/B012ZRYDYY
53.00
Numberpad/ Key-
board
1 vilros.com/collections/raspberry-
pi-accessories/products/wireless-
keyboard-raspberry-pi
13.00
TekPower
TP4000ZC RS232
Compatible Mul-
timeter
2 https://tekpower.us/multimeter/
tp4000zc.html
70.00
Auto-logger
Subtotal
1 223.50
Base Low-Cost
System Subtotal
1 119.90
Instrument +
Auto-logger
Total
1 343.40
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